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Abstract

Thit paper is a review of the research literature related to

theories of reasoning and teacher thinking. Judgment theory, decision

theory; and problem-solving theory are outlined and discussed.

Reviews are provided for studies from three major research projects on

teacher thinking: The Institute for Research on Teaching, Special

Study C of the Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study, and Shavelson's

Research. Comments are made on the relevance of reasoning theories to

what occurs in naturalistic settings, ,,and the need for further

research on teacher thinking, especially teacher decision making in

special education settingS.



Decision Research and its Application to Educational

Settings: A Literature Review

Solving problems, making judgments and deciding among courses of

action are integral and ever-present parts of human activity. These

activities, may be minor and, barely consciou, or they may be major and

consume a large portion of the person's, attention and energy over an

extended period, of time The problem to be solved; judgment to be

made, or decision to be reached may be strictly intrapersonal,

affecting directly only the problem solveridecision=maker, or it ray

be interpersonal and, have its chief impact on another person.

Researchers in this area believe that increased understanding of

reasoning and decision behaviors perhaps can lead to more efficient

and effective deciSions, and thus, ultimately, to better outcomes.

Effectiveness is a Particular concern when the decision or judgment

primarily affects someone other than the decision maker, such as in

educational settings.

wring the past 30 years, increasing numbers of investigatbrs

have become interested in trying to describe, understand, and predict

human reasoning tbehavior; Three major theoretical approaches to

ChOicezmaking behavior are judgment theory, decision theory and

problem solving. theory. For the most part, the specific content

domain Of the reasoning behavior is of only secondary interest to

these theoretiCians; the primary concern is identifying the universal

processes used in reasoning; Other investigators, however, are

interested in reasoning behavior within a specific content area. in-

thiS Paper, the three major theoretical approaches are reviewed. This

is foll6Wed by a review of research on decisions made in educationAl

settings.
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THEORIES-OF REASONING

Judgment, decision making, and problem solving are not mutually

extlusive areas of psychological scientific inquiry. This is an

artificial breakdown of reasoning, activities that more adequately

represents the orientation of the investigators than it represents

distinctive mental processes. Generally, however, judgment and

decision models, which tend to be mathematical in nature, are

considered to be synthesizing models of the decision-making process;

relying on input and output data to provide a summary of the decision

process.
ae

Information processing approaches, on the other hand, focus

on how the problem solver gathers and uses information (Elstein &

Bordage, 1979; Elstein, Schulman, & Sprafka, 1978; Payne, Braunstein,

& Carroll, 1978). These three theories are outlined and some major

similarities and differences are discussed.

Judgment theory

Judgment theory is concerned chiefly with how available

information is used in making a judgment about some criterion event,

such as a medical, diagnosis (Elstein & Bordage, 19791. A paradigm

commonly used to examine judgment is the Brunswikian Lens Model, in

which description and prediction of judgment behavior is based on

calculation of regression equations.

The Brunswikian Lens Model-uses the analogy of a convex lens to

illustrate the relationship between the perceiver and unobservable

objects of perception as mediated by observable cues. Brunswik (1955,

1956) believed that in any judgment situation, consideration of the

environment is Essential, vet the environment is erratic and the
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individual rarely has direct access to the diStal state (environmental

object of perception) that is to be judged. The individual must,

therefore, rely on the use of intermediate (proximal) cues of

imperfect reliability and validity as the basis for inferences made

about the distal state (Hammond, Rohrbaugh; MUMpower, & Adelman,

1977). Thus; BrunsWik believed that any theory of functional

psychology; such as jddgMent thedrY, (a) was inherently probabilistic;

(b) demanded a nrepresentatiVe" research detign, and (c) led to a

special type of high Complexity theor (BrunsWik, 1955). Brunswik's

probabilistic model uses correlations to express and assess the

relationship between the cues and the distal state and between the

cues and the judgment made;

Figure 1 is A diagram of the Brunswikian Lens Model. In this

model, a conclusion is drawn or judgment made (Ys) about an

unperceivable environmental variable (Ye) on the basis of observable

cues (Xi; X2, XJ, Xk), The Correlations relbe2; etc. represent the

degree to which the observable cues describe the true environmental

state, while the correlations rsi, rs2, etc. represent. the degree to

which the
__

judgment made is related to the cues. The correlation ea

(achievement) between Yeand Ys reflects the overall accuracy of the

judgment (Ys) made about .the objects. of perception (Ye). The

correlation Re (task uncertainty) represent'S the degree to which the

best possible weighted linear combination of the available cues can

Predict the criterion variable. The correlation R (cognitive

control) functions similarly in that it reflects how well a judgment

can be made on the basis of an optimally weighted linear combination



of cues; it reflects the extent to which the subject cohLrols use of

his/her knowledge (Hammond & Simmers, 191). A fourth major

correlation is G (knoWledge), Whith represents knowledge of the

environment (properties of the task) as reflected by the relationthip

between the regression predictions of the true nature of the criterion

and the judgments about the Criterion variable.

Insert Figure 1 about here

The four major correlations combine to form the lens model

equation; a=GReRs, Whith states that judgmental accuracy (ra) is a

product of knowledge of the environment (G), predictability of the

true environmental state (Re) and the subjects' cognitive control

(Rs). Since knowledge, and Cognitive control are considered to be

statistically independent, one may improve judgments either by

increasing knowledge of the task or by improving the use of existing

knowledge (Hammond & Summers, 19723..

The use of regression models such as Brunswik's Lens Model have

led to the development of equations purporti3d to model a person's

judgmental oroceSs. There has been considerable discussion as to,

whether the data combined in regression equations should be fAmbined

in a configural manner to account for ;interaction between cues and the

presence of valid nonlinear variance (Einhorn, 1970; Goldberg, 1971;

Hoffman, 19601. It appears that linear models generally are lust as

effective as configural models and that simple unit we,.';hts do as well

as (or sometimes better than) differential weights in predicting

9
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criteri-oTLvalues (Dawes & Corrigan, 1974; Goldberg, 1968; Hoffman;

1960). Thus; it seems; "the.whole trick is to decide what variables

:look at and then know how to add" (Dawes & Corrigan 1974;0. 103).

Decision -Theory

Decision theory is concerned with making choices under conditions

of uncertainty. It is essentially 3..m-a)thematical approach that

balances costs and Ienefits (utilities) of alternatives and relies on

consideration of probabilities of occurrence. The equation

p(AIR) = p(8iA)p(A) _ (Hayes; 1981)-

p(B1A)p(A)-1-p(BIA)pW

is a mathematical fOrm6la often used by decision theorists for

calculating conditional probabilities. Through the use of this

formula, probabilities can be revised in light of new information;

thui the impact of additional information and the resulting degree of

change in probabilities can be assessed; Two factors that must be

known or estimated in calculating posterior (adjusted) probabilities

are: (a) the prior probability (base rate) of the hypothesis, or

original event, and (b) the diagnosticity of the new data, that is,

the degree of impact new data should have based on their relevance and

reliability. Once probabilities are calculated and adjusted, they are

combined with estimates of value and an overall estimate of expected

utility i: calculated. The best decision is assumed to he the one

reflecting the alternative with the highest expected utility.

Difficulties in the application t decision theory may arise at

each of the three key input points: (a) estimation of prior

probabilities, (b) estimation of the impact of new information, and



(c) estimation "of the values of alternattes (Elstein & Bordage,

1979). The need for these estimations, which often are subjective in

nature; has made the use of Bayes' theorem in deciSiOn settings

controversial.

J;stimation of Prior Probabilities

In few instances; particularly in the social sciences, are base

'rates known or accessible to the decision maker. Thus, subjective

probabilities must be relied upon. Actually, Bayesians believe that

the essential nature of all probability estimates 'is subjective;

"objective" probabilities are no more than formalized subjective

estimates (Edwards, Lindman, & Savage, 1963). After reviewing a

number of studies investigating the ,accuracy of subjective

.

probabilities in medicine, Elstein and Bordage (19791 4:oncluded that

while:the evidence is conflicting, clinical experience and experience

n making decisions seem to facilitate accuracy.

Tversky and Kahneman (1974) address the issue of subjectve

probabilities in a paper that destribt the heuristics (rules of

thumb) commonly used in the assessment of pr6abilitieS and the

prediction of values. These heuristios (representatiVenesS;

availability; aiid anchoring and adjustment), while generally useful in

4

reducing the complexity of the deciSiOn.,prOcesS, can also lead to

errors. For example; under the representatiOneSs heuloistic, the

degree to which event B; whose probability ins UffkrUN4hi resembles pent

A, WhoSe probability is known, may unduly influence the estimation of

the Probability Of Without regard for the factors that should affect

the estimation of probabilities (e.g.; Sam ple Size, role of chance).

11
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Under the secondheuristic, availability, a class whose instances are

more familiar and salient and thus more-easily retrievable from memory

will be perceived as more numerous (arid therefore of greater

probability of occurrence) than a class whose instances are less

readily brought to mind.

The' anchoring and adjustment heuristic comes into play in cases

where the decision maker estimates probabilities by starting from an

initial value (suggested eitheii by the formulation of the problem or

by partial computation), which is then adjusted to derive a final

answer. Typically, the adjustments are insufficient and the estimated

final' probability will vary as a function of =the particular initial

value used. Because of the operation of the anchoring heuristic,

people will tend to overestimate the probability-of conjunctive events

(i.e.., cases where a series of events must occur) and underestitate

the probability of disjunctive events (i.e., "cases where failure of

any erre component will lead to failure of the entire system).

Estimation of theAmpact_of New information

Most studies of the ability tf subjects to revise probability

estimations WprOpriately on the basis of new data have found the

revisions made to be conservative; subjects tended not to revise

probabiljty estimations enough to reflect the true impact of the new

information. This con:ervative,ness has been attributed to a variety

o sours such. as misperception -(poor understanding of the data

generator), misaggregatjon (difficulty in putting together various

pees of informa4ion into a single response), or artifact` hypotheses

response bias (difficulty in dealing appropriately with cases with
1

extreme odds) (Slavic & Lichtenstein, 1971).

1,
1
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Estimation of the Values of Alternatives

Unlike subjective probabilities, values do not have an external

04

referent to° which they can be compared; there is no right or wrong,

accurate or inaccurate, judgment that can be made (Elstein & Bordage,

1979). Rather, the errors that need to be considered are

,z

liqthodological. A basic consideration is the decision maker's ability

to evaluate his/her own feelings and assign values that\adeouately

represent those feelings. Fven if those values can be adequately

assigned, one's preferences may change due to changing conditionS and

situations. Another source of possible error is ignorance of the true

nature of an alternative. Errors in assigning values also may occur

when the decision maker .is influenced by the opinions and desires of

the person eliciting the decision, such as when a patient is unduly

influenced by the personal biases of his/her physician to the point

where the patient's own set of values is neglected (Elstein & Bordage,

1979).

Problem Solving

Problem solving research involves examining how data are gathered

and how the individual problem solver uses the data in making the

series of integrated judgments and decisions involved in solving a

problem. Although a large portion of the research on how.peopTe

approach and solve problems has been descriptive and atheoretical in

nature (Elstein, Schulman; & Sprafka, 19731, prOblem solving has been

almost exclusively in the realm of information processing theory. The

theory of problem solving as described by Newell, Shaw, and Simon

(1958); Newell and Simon (1972), and Simon (1979) is outlined here;



Information Processing theory was developed as psychological

theory to describe how people process task-oriented symbolic

information. Ti `!s theory, modeled after the functioning of the

digital computer, proposes a set of processes or mechanisms, used by

the thinking person, which are explanatory as well as descriptive

(Newell & Simon, 1972). Newell, Shaw, and Simon (1958) drew a

comparison between information processing and the classical system of

applied mathematics. The snecific programs of inf:yrmation processing

were likened to the differential equations of applied mathematics in

that in both systems: (a) one attempts to deduce the general

properties of the system from the program/equations, (b) one compares

behavior predicted from the Program/equations with actual observed

behavior, and (c) one modifies the program/equations when necessary to

fit the facts.

Newell and Simon (1972) further characterized information

processing theory as being idiographic in that it concentrates on

describing individual behavior rather than averaging findings across

subjects. Furthermore, it i; a dynamically oriented theory because it

describes the changes in a system across time and characterizes each

new act as a function of the immediately preceding state of the organ=

ism and environment, Because of its idiographic and dynamic nature;

information processing, while very data oriented, is essentially non-

experimental and non-statistical. Information processing also views

man as using strategies that are sufficient and satisfactory, because

to identify an optimal strategy may be too complex a task to achieve

efficiently and without aids.
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A basic diagram of the information processing system (IPS) is

shown in Figure 2; the system consists of receptors and effectors, a

central processor, and a long term memory. Receptors and effectors

are the system's perceptual and motoric links to the environment. The

central processor has three main components: short term memory (STM),

elementary information processes ( eip's), and an interpreter. The

interpreter coordinates the operation of the eip's and the STM. The

eip's are a small, discrete set of fundamental processes upon which

the entire behavior of the IPS is based. These processes are general,

not task specific--it is the content (information and relations)

handled by the eip's that is task specific. Within the central

processor, this content coming in from the environment and from long

term memory (LTM) is handled by the STM which can only deal with about

seven bits of information at a time. The LTM serves as the reservoir

of data and operational knowledge that supplies the central processor

with previously stored knowledge structures potentially useful in the

current task. The LTM also stores. new information fed to it by the

STM.

Insert Figure 2 about here

A person is confronted with a problem when she/he has accepted a

task, but does not know how to carry it out (Simon, 1979). Problems

may be well-structured or ill=structured (Greeno, 1976; Newell, 1969;

Newell & Simon, 1972; Reitman, 1965; Simon, 1973, 1979), they may have

definite goals or indefinite goals (Greeno, 1976), or they may be
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considered problems of inducing structure, of transformation, and/or

of arrangement (Greeno, 1979).

Not only do problems vary in type, content, and context, but

problem solvers vary in terms of the kisowledge and problem solving

skills they bring to a task as well as varying in the particular

approach they may use in attempting to solve any given problem. Thus,

there is only a broad organizational structure that is common to all

problems and all problem solvers. This structure consists of an

information processing system (the problem solver), a task environment

(the attributes of the task), a problem space (the space where the

problem solving takes place and which contains not only the actual

solution, but all possible solutions), and a set of programs

(stategies) within the problem space that can be used in solving the

problem.

This theory of problem solving has been developed and verified

through a number of different tasks investigating individual problem

solving tactics. These tasks for the most part have been well

defined, very specific tasks done in a laboratory-type setting. They

have included such tasks as cryptarithmetic (Newell & Simon, 1972),

the Tower of Hanoi. problem (Simon, 1975), chess (Newell & Simon,

1972), and proving the congruence of triangles (Greenb, -1976)i

althobbh some less structured tasks such as apartment hunting (Payne,

1976) and the writing of a fugue (Reitman, 1965) also have been

examined and found to fit the model.

.STUDIES OF TEACHER THINKING

Only a few research projects have been organized specifically to

examine the mental processes of teachers; The ttUdieS reviewed here
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have examined both preactive decisions (preparatory decisions) and

interactive decisions (decisions made during instruction). Teacher

reports through such devices as surveys; simulations, videotape-

prompted recall, and ,thinking aloud have been thebasis for most

studies; however, some research has focused on the development of

computer programs simulating teacher decisions.

The Institute forRes -#:aThrViorrITe-ach-ing

Investigators at the The Institute for Research, on Teaching (IRT)

have focused specifically on teachers' thoughts and decisions.

Research conducted at IRT has been organized into several separate

research groups; five of them are summarized here.

-Content Determinants Research Program

This research program addresses teacher's decisions about the

content of instruction. FlOden, Porter, Schmidt, Freeman, and

Schwille (1980) conducted a study to ascertain the relative power of

six factors on the content of fourth grade mathematics programs: (a)

district tests, (b) mandated text books, (c) district instructional

objectives, (d) other teachers' opinions, (e) the principal's

opinions, and (f) parent's opinions. These factors were examined

within the context of a simulation study asking 66 teachers whether

they would be willing to add and/or delete components from the

curriculum they currently were u's-ing. In this study, teachers

generally were willing to make changes in the content o their

mathematics program no matter what the source of the pressure for

change. Teachers were more willing to add than to delete components

Of their- programs; district tests.(i:e., tests to "teach to") and
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district instructional objectives had a significantly greater effect

than other factors on the teachers' willingness to change programs.

iKnowledge of these types of influences are important since it has been

demonstrated that variation in content is related to variation in

student achievement (Porter, Schwille Floden, Freeman, Knappen, Kuhs,

& S..:hmidt, 1979).

Conceptions of Reading Project

This project focuses on teachers' conceptions about the nature of

reading and their influence on reading instruction (Bawden, Buike, &

Duffy, 19791. Teacher surveys and naturalistic field studies revealed

that conceptions of reading do influence instruction; however, this

relationship varies across situations and appears to be heavily

influenced by non=reading conceptions. Buike (1980) also found that

teachers' major decisions were about materials; there was little

evidence for decisions concerning instruction.

Teacher Planning Study

The research on teacher planning primarily has been conducted

frOM the perspective of Yinger 's (1978) cognitive information

processing model. Another component of the research has been the

examination of cues used by teachers in making judgments about

students and activities and the usefulness of certain equations in

identifying these cues.

pricier's model and its application to planni_ng. Yinger (1978)

conddCted a case study of one teacher's planning decisions over five

months. From this study, Yinger developed a three-stage model of

teacher planning: I - Problem Finding; II - Problem Formulation/

18
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Solution (Design); III - Implementation, Evaluation, Routinizat

Yinger's model is one of "purposeful problem solving," in contrast to

the rational choice model.

The Problem Finding stage involves the development of an initial

abstract conception deemed worthy of further exploration and

development. In the Problem Formulation/Solution stage, the abstract

conception is alternately elaborated, adapted, and investigated unt*1

an acceptable solution is reached. For teachers, who are generally

the implementers of the solution, the solution will only be finally

acceptable once it is successfully implemented, evaluated; and

possibly ultimately routinized. Schematic representations of each of

thete three stages are presented'in Figures 3, 4, and 5.

Insert Figures 3-5 about here

The applicability of this model was verified in a field study by

Clark and Yinger (1979) in which ,the entire process from initial

contact with a problem through development, implementation, and

evaluation was traced for teachers. During a two-week period in which

these teachers taught a new unit on writing, they were asked to keep a

journal of their planning decisions and they were extensively observed

and interviewed. Verification was found For the distinction between

the Problem Finding and Problem Formulation/Solution-stages. Also,

the study supported Yinger's conception of the planning process as

being a case of progressive -elaboration of a major idea rather than

the development of several alternative ideas and the selection of the

optimal alternative.
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Policy-capturing research. This research has as its focus the

cues used by teachers in making judgments about students and

activities, and the ways in which those cues are used. Clark and

Yinger (1978) allowed cues to emerge during a judgment task related to

language arts activities. Thirteen elementary school teachers were

given descriptions of 26 language art, activities and asked to rate

the potential usefulness for their classroom of each activity as high,

medium, or low. As they rated the activities, the judges were asked

to indicate what information about the activity (cues) most influenced

each rating. The most frequently rated cues were related to "student

behavior" (motivation and attention); the next most frequently rated

category was "subject matter and materials" (difficulty). Only a few

cues raeOfd as influential fell into the "teacher" and "environmental"

categories. The investigators in this study concluded that this

method of cue identification is relatively simple and yet realistic.

The major limitation to-this type of procedure is the possibility that

judges are not able to identify accurately the influences on their

Lidgments (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977; Smith & Miller, 1978).

In another study, Yinger, Clark, and Mondol (1981) asked teachers

to rate the likelihood that they would use each of 32 language arts

activities. These activities were designed by the researchers to

reflect varying degrees of (a) difficulty, (.b) student involvement,

(c) integration with other skills or materials, (d) demand on the

teacher, and (d) fit between purpose and the instructional process.

Yinger et al. found that although these faCtors generally did-have a

significant effect on decisions made, they did not fully account for
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the complexity of teacher judgments. Because of what they perceived

as insurmountable barriers in the policy-capturing model (e.g.,

limitations in the linear model, loss of information due to

averaging), Yinger et al. proposed that a process - tracing methodology

might be more useful for in examining teacher judgments.

Clinical Studies Research Program

The theoretical basis for this research is the "inquiry theory"

developed by Elstein and Shulman in their research on medical

.decision-making practices (Elstein, Shulman, gi Sprafka, 1978). This

theory has been elaboratedand adapted to educational problem solving,

specifically in examining the diagnostic and remediation practices of

reading clinicians, classroom teachers, and other specialists who

diagnose reading problems and prescribe instructional interventions.

Inquiry theory is an information processing theory of problem

solving. Its behavioral domain is known as a "clinical encounter" and

consists of the events that.occur when a clinician (e.g., reading

teacher, regular teacher, specialist) attempts to solve a problem in a

case (a student) by making a diagnosis (identifying the problem) and

prescribing an intervention for that problem. The characteristics of

the clinical encounter are determined by the nature of the case and by

the clinician's memory and strategies. Thus, this theory takes into

Account not only the individual characteristics of each situation but

also the experience and abilities of the teacher/clinician.

Since a goals of inquiry theory is to predict characteristics of

the clinical interaction that will reoccur, three performance

corollaries have been postulated (Gil, Hoffmeyer, VanRoekel, &

Weinshank, 1979):
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(1) Agreement Corollary: This corollary consists of two

complementary componentsz-(a) group and inter-clinician

agreement (if clinician memory and strategies are

influential in determining diagnoses, then similar
memories and strategies should result in similar

diagnoses), and (b) intra-clinician agreement (one
person's memories and strategies should result in

diagnoses which are more consistent over time than those

of two people).

(2) Training Corollaryl Assuming training is different,

similarity of diagnoses within a professional field

should be more consistent than diagnoses across Fields.

Instructional Corollary: Improvement in a clinician's

memory and strategies as a result of instruction should

improve diagnostic performance.

(3)

(4) Remedial Corollary: Problems and treatments are assumed

to be associated in memory such that the probability of

choosing an effective treatment given a problem that

characterizes the case is greater than the probability of

choosing a general treatment.

The Agreement Corollary was tested in a study in which reading

clinicians were given case studies of students with reading

difficulties and asked to diagnose the students and prepare treatment

plans (Gil et_al., 1979). The results shOwed some support for the

Agreement Corollary in that the mean commonality score; or degree of

agreement, of a clinician with the entire group was .55. However, the

average individual correlations between the diagnosis of any two

clinicians (interclinician agreement) was -.07 and the average

agreement of each clinician with him/herself on replicate case studies

was .17; Also, the mean correlation between the cues selected by

different clinicians for the same case was .18.

In another study (Gil et al., 1979); the Training Corollary was

tested by comparing the diagnostic procedures of 10 reading cliiicians

and 10 learning disabilities teachers in a simulated case study
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format. The purpose of this study was to determine whether these two

groups of specialists conceptualized, diagnosed, and treated a given

child's reading behavior in different manners. Preliminary results

indicated a great deal of variation both within and between groups

with respect to the number and types of cues collected on a given

case, the interpreta%ion of the cues, the length and specificity of a

written diagnostic report, and the degree of agreement of these

clinicians wi".:1 a small group of expert clinicians.

In a third study reported by Gil et al. (1979), graduate students

in a summer school reading diagnosis course were pre- and posttested.

The results of this study supported the Instructiona; Corollary;

clinicians' memories and diagnostic performances were related and

training improved both.

The Remedial Corollary was tested by examining the relationship

between clinicians' diagnostic statements and their remedial

statements (Gil et al., 1979; Weinshank, 1978, 1980). Experienced

reading specialists C011etted cues about case studiet of students with

reading difficulties; then diagnosed the student and developed a

remediation plan. The clinicians were extremely inconsistent; actual

. _

performance on cue collection, diagnosis, and remedial write-ups was

never consistent with the stated plan of the teacher. Common cues

colleCted among cases generally resulted in noncommon diagnoses and

remediations; moreover, thoroughness of data collection had little

effect on diagnostic reliability. At the group level, but not at the

individual level, diagnosis and remediation did show a modest level of

association. However, cues did not predict either diagnosis or

41.4C04
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remediation at either the group or individual level. The data

indicated that the clinic,;ans had no commonly agreed upon heuristic to

guide their gathering of information and interpretation of data The

actual behavior of teachers.was consistent only with the Instructional

Corollary. This at least providesAhope that fhe irconsistent behavior

found in tests of the other corollaries can be modified through

instruction.
1

The South Bay Study

The South Bay Study (Joyce & mcNair, 1979; McNair & Jpyce, 1979;

Morine-Dershimer, 1979a, 1979b) involved an extensive and intensive

study of the decision-makng behaviors of 10 elementary school

teachers from one school over an entire school year. Three aspects of

teacher behavior and thinking were studied: (a) interactive teaching

styles;- (b) thought..., processes while teaching, and 1,-.) teacher

con4tions of pupils.

1J,',tieactitietinefililyljts. Each teacher was observed 12 times

over the course of the year. Observers used a complex categorization

system sensithe to variations in teaching style and strategy. It was

found that the teachers consistes'tily used a fact-oriented, maierials-

based recitation style of teaching and did not change their basic

teaching style during the eourss of the 12 observations.. When style

was examined across academic subjects, it was found that there was

leSS information.processing and greater attention to structuring when

subjects other than reading were being taught. Although there was not

a consistent pattern across teachers,-a comparison of high and low

ability student groups indicated that there was some variation in
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teacher style depending on the group with which she/he was working

(Joyce & McNair, 19791.

Thought processes while teaching. In this Portion of the South

Bay Study, the 10 teachers were videotaped during a reading lesson at

six intervals throughout the year. The tapes were played back and the

teachers were asked to identify at two specified and two randomly

selected points what they were thinking. They Also were asked to

identify any other points at which they remembered making a decision.

Teachers were found to concentrate mostly on the pupil and task at

hand, with little concern voiced about objectives. The most

frequently reported areas of concern were content of the lesson,

procedures, time, and materials. The pattern of decisions revealed

that most were "fineztuning" adjustments in instruction. None of the

teachers made any major changes in teaching strategy duriqg the entire

series of -0 lessons ()McNair & Joyce, 19791.

Teacher contentions of pupils. The South Bay Study researchers

examined teachers' conceptions of bupiJs during the year by having

teachers complete a pupil sort taSk. The charactenistics most

frequently used by the teachers to cate ize the students were: (a)

ability/achievement, (b) involvement in instruction, (c)

(d) peer relationships, (e) activity orientation, and
0

(f)

growth/progress. The content of the teacher conceptions varied

according to time of year. For example; in September they

concentrated an pupil personality and in June they concentrated on

growth/progress and Peer i'elatiod. In regard to the valence of the'

labels teachers used, negative labeling peaked in November, neutral
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labeling increased steadily during the year,. and positive labeling,

remained fairly stable. in general; teacher conceptions and

.//
predictions were sensitive to aspects pf instructional context such as

time of year," setting, the. curriculum management system, and pupil

achievement patterns (Morine-Dershimer, 1979a)

A fourth report of the 'South Bay Study (morine-Dershimer, 1979b)

integrates and. expands the data reported in the other three South Bay

.

Study reports. in this report, Morine-Dershimer examines, the

relationship between, individual teachers' expectations for a lesson

(plan) and the actual events that occur during the lesson, (reality)..

She concludes that:,

the amount of perceived discrepancy between teacher plan and

classroom reality may be a crucial factor in determining

whether. interactive decisjon points are handled by

established routines, inflight decisions, or postponement of

decisions to a later time when the opportunity for more
reflective thinking will be available. (p. 27)

Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study, Snecial Study C

The rationale for Special Study C of Far West Laboratory's

Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study is stated in the iiitnoductfon to

the study's technical report (Morine, 19761 as follows:

The virtue of planning as an enterprise has been so

accepted, that hardly anyone has stopped to ask what dif-
ference.it makes whether a teacher plans or not in factifit

is only recently that we have - bothered to ask how teachers
plan, how they state their goals, how they project and shape

classroom events, or how willing they are to abandon their

"best laid plans" when they begin to (go awrvi. (p. 1)

Forty second and fifth grade teachers participated in this study;;

,20 of the teachers previously had been rated as "more effective," the

other 20 (10 in each grade) had been rated as "less effective" on the
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basis 'of pupil gains in reading and math. Eath teacher took part in

. four tasks. In one task,, the teacher taught a reading lesson using an

assigned topic after which the teacher sorted, students into self-

determined categories, engaged in a stimulated recall task using a

videotape'of the lesson, and completed a task n'which the lesson just

completed was reflected on and follow up lessons considered. In

another task, the teacher taught a math lesson on a predetermined

topic which also was followed by a pupil sort task, as well as a task

in which the teacher Viewed videotapes of others teaching the same

lesson, followed by an exercise in Whith the teacher devised possible

variations for instruction of the math_ lesSorL. The last two tasks

were diagnostic simulation tasks. In the long-terth diagnosiS task,

teachers were- assigned case studies of 14 students, given access to

information'about each of the students and told to assign the students

to reading groups: In the short-term diagnosis task, teachars'viewed

videotapes of students reading orally and then were asked a set of

questions about diagnosis and remediation.

The retUltt of this study indicated that overall there were few

Asignificant differenCetbetWeen the planning and problem-solving

;practices of low and high effectiveness teachers or between second and

fifth grade teachers. Often differences noted were interaction

effects such as the tendency for fifth grade-low effective teachers to

concentrate on pupil performance records in making reading group

placements while fifth ,grade high effective teachers paid more

attention. to student potential, or the finding that second grade

teachers` with high effectiveness ratings sought general information as
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input less often and provided specific information as output more

often in the longterm task than did low effectiveness teachers -(no

differences were found among fifth grade teachers). Although the

study results indicated few practicable differences between teachers

rated low or high.effective, the author did postulate four variables

that appeared to be related to differences in the planning of mere or

lets effective teachers, These variables Were: (a) the use of

general or specific information in planning; (b) the teacher's

perceptions of the student's potential to learn the material, (c) the

teacher's consideration, Of cognitive asoects of instruction; and (d)

the tendency of the teacher to produce hiS/her own instructional

materials.

Shavelsms___Researeb

Richard Shavelson and his colleagues have eveloped a model of

teacher decision making that is based on and continually modified by

their research on teacher decision making. The-basis for the model is

the assumption that in teaching teachers are making rational decisions

with the aim of optimizing student outcomes. The teacher is seen as a

person who must integrate information from,a variety of sources and

who must select from a large'-r4etoire of skills and techniques when

making instructional decisions (Shavelson, 1978). .This modelerelies

heavily on information processing theory in its basic view of teacher

thinking, but it also utilizes Tversky and Kahneman's (1974) decision

heuristics and .the notion of revision of probabilities in explaining

how teachers use available information. The model basically proposes

that instructional decisions are based on cues about students,
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individual differences among teachers; the nature of the instructional

task, institutional constraints, and external pressures.

The research on teacher thinking conducted by Shavelson and his

colleagues has, for the most part, been conducted in controlled

laboratory-type settings. Borko, Cone, Russo, and Shavelson (1979)

outline four studies that examined the effects of features of the

model on decision behavior. In Study I, the accuracy of teachers'

estimates of student aptitudes and the influence of these estimations

on instructional decisions were examined. Teachers were presented

with a case study for a student and asked to make preactive and

interactive-type instructional decisions based on the case study

informatibh. The information in the case studies was systematically

varied in regard to its reliability (high or low) and its valahte

(representing good or Nor student effort). The results indicated

that the teachers: used different information in makipg different

decisions and they did revise decisiOnS when new information became

available. For the interactive decisions; it was apparent that the

teachers were using information not available in the cases provided.

In Study II; the effettS of teacher beliefs; student cues; and

types of lessons were examined. Again teachers were asked to make

decisions about students represented in simulated case studies. It

was found that estimates of a student's ability to master curriculum

goals were baSed on the most relevant piece of information (0.0.i

reading achievement for reading goals). Instructional grouping

decisions also were made on the basis of achievement. Decisions about

strategies' were based on educational belief's, the nature of the group

being taught, anetthe type of instructional objective.

2a
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Preinstructional decisions about classroom organization and

management strategies were the focus of Study III. Following a case

study exercise, it appeared that teacher estimates of students'

abilities to master curriculum skills, to be motivated, and to be a

behavior problem were related to the single most relevant cue (i.e.,

achievement information, behavior information, etc.).

Finally, Study IV looked at interactive class management

decisions during a reading lesson. Using scenarios of an incident

that allegedly occurred in a class during a reading lesson, teachers

were asked to estimate the probability that the deviant behavior would

upset the instructional routine. Preliminary data analyses suggested

that estimates of the disruptiveness of the behavior primarily were

based on information available about the previous history of the

deviant child.

These studies indicate that teachers do not use all of the

information available when making instructional decisions. Rather,

decisions are based on only a feW pieces of information; possibly only

one, which is viewed as most relevant. Furthermore, in an

ethnographic study of reading instruction in a fifth/sixth grade

classroom, Stern and -Shavelson (1981) found that once grouping

decisions were made, later instructional decisions were generally

based on group rather than individual information. This further

supports the hypothesis that teachers reduce available information to

a manageable, level.

COMMENTS

The development, refinement, and validation of formal theories of

human reasoningAener-ally are approached through the examination of

30
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simple, carefully selected, and easily controllable tasks. These

tasks are usually well defined with definite beginning and end points.

However, in naturaliStic settings, seldom are tasks well defined and

often just determining the nature of the task is a major concern.

Therefore, researchers frequently find that noone formal theory of

judgment, decision making, or problem solving is adequate on its own.

Instead, as is evident in the research of the Institute for Research

on Teaching and in the research of Shavelson, different aspects of

educational decision making are examined with different theories, or

relevant portions of various theories are combined into models

appropriate to educational decisions.

The research discussed here is by no means an exhaustive coverage

of all educational research on teacher thinking. It is an overview of

the kind of research being done, both theoretically based and

atheoretical, and is fairly comprehensive in that there has been,

until recently, very little research, particularlytheoretically-based

research, on teacher thinking. Except for a few studies in which the

diagnostic practices of reading clinicians were examined and one small

study in which the diagnostic practices of learning disabilities

teachers and reading clinicians were compared, research on teacher

thinking has concentrated on regular classroom teachers, thus ignoring

a large component of educational decision making; special education.

In special education a significant additional consideration in

how decisions are made is the requirements of PL 94-142. This law

specifies procedures to be folioqed in making diagnostic placement and

planning decisions and imposes a structure that is generally absent in
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regular education. ,
Since the passage of PL 94-142 in 1975, a few

studies Of the special education decision process have been cundbeted

(Applied Management Sciences, 1979; Poland, Ysseldyke, Thurlow, &

Mirkin, 1979; Rucker & Vautouri, 1981; ThUrlOW & Ysseldyke, 1979;

Yoshida, Fenton, Maxwell; & Kaufman, 1978; YSSeldyke, Algozzine,

Regan, Potter, Richey, & Thurlow, 1980; Yssefdyke, Algozzine, &

Thurlow, 1980; Ysseldyke & Thurlow, 1980). These studies, however,

have concentrated on formal diagnostic decision making and team

decision processes. Thus; not only does research need to continue in

efforts to understand how regular education teachers plan, problem

solve; and make decisions, and to understand; predict, and improve

formal diagnostic decision making in special education settings, but

the decision processes Of teachers operating under different

constraints (i.e.; special education teachers) need to be examined

alto.

4
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Figure 3, The Problem Finding stage of teacher planning,

(From Yingeri 1978)
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Figure 4. The Problem Formulation/Solution stage of teacher planning.
(From Yinger, 1978)
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